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SDSC Welcomes new Manager of OS & H Programs
A warm welcome to Gary Miles, our new Manager of
Occupational Safety and Health! Gary has been responsible for
ensuring the safety of coworkers in the workplace for over 20
years. He has coordinated and implemented comprehensive
training and programs in occupational, industrial and
environmental safety for state and federal agencies, and private
industry. Gary will provide training and consultation, including
onsite audits − he’s looking forward to supporting you in
strengthening your safety programs. You can reach him at 605361-7785/800-952-5539; gmiles@southdakotasafetycouncil.org.

Twenty-First Annual South Dakota Safety & Health Conference, October 9
Conference brochure now available online!
Join more than 500 of your colleagues for the compelling topics, expert speakers, great
networking opportunities, the Governor’s Safety Awards and more! Sessions include:
• Moving from Safety Compliance to Safety Commitment
• How to Become the Best Safety Manager You Can Be
• Bring on the Change: Diversity and Effective Communication
• A Practical Approach to Ergonomic Issues
• Give Harassment the Boot and Bully-proof Your Organization for Life
• The Hidden Hazard of Complacency
• The Connection Between Worker Health/Wellness and Safety Performance
• OSHA’s New GHS Training Requirement: Compliance Made Easy
• Contractor Pre-qualification – Neglected Risk Management
• Laugh for the Health of It!
and more!
Same great price as last year:
Before September 27: Members $205/nonmembers $245
After September 27: Members $240/nonmembers $295
Register three from the same company at regular price and each additional person
attends for only $150! Register now!

On The Job

Hands-On Learning at SDSC
At the “Confined Space, Lock Out/
Tag Out, Combustible Dust &
Engulfment Rescue Techniques
Seminar” held on August 22nd
we teamed with several companies
and Sioux Falls Fire & Rescue
to simulate a confined space/
bin engulfment rescue. Right, a
demonstration of a rescue tube used
to enclose and remove a person
trapped in a storage bin.

Making the Case
for Effective Safety
Programs
Entrepreneur provides a concise and convincing summary of the value of safety programs in a recent
article on the entrepreneur.com website. The article describes benefits to the bottom line, productivity and
reputation, including:
• Reduced injury costs. An amputation can easily result in $120,000 in direct and indirect costs. A
business with a three-percent profit margin would have
to generate additional revenue of $4 million to recoup
The Liberty Mutual Research Institute
that amount.
for Safety calculates a return of more
• Reduced workers’ comp premiums. The article cites the
than $4 for every dollar invested in
example of a company whose premium dropped 75
safety programs.
percent after maintaining a zero injury rate for three
years.
• Reduced vehicle costs, including insurance premiums and legal costs.
• Increased productivity. Healthy and safe workers are more motivated and have higher productivity. For a
$10 million business with a 30 percent gross margin, a five percent increase in productivity translates to
around $150,000.
• Positive reputation. An incident could destroy your reputation and damage the value of your business.

Relationships: The Foundation of High-Performance
Safety Cultures
An article in Occupational Safety & Health Online outlines behaviors that support positive relationships
between supervisors and employees, and makes the case for how those relationships lead to a stronger
engagement in safety. The article states:
“Organizations that understand the value of good relationships and hold their managers and supervisors
accountable for the behaviors associated with good relationships reap the benefits in safety and beyond.
When employees are listened to, recognized for the good things they do and treated like valued members
of the team, they will give their discretionary effort toward making your organization more successful
and safe.”
Read the complete article online.
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On The Job

New Rule: Federal Agencies Must Submit Injury/Illness Data
OSHA has issued a final rule that will require all federal agencies to submit their OSHArequired injury and illness data to the Bureau of Labor Statistics every year. Federal agencies
are already required to collect and maintain the data. The rule will restate that volunteers are
considered employees of federal agencies and will explain when contract employees should be
included on an agency’s log.

Other News from OSHA: Isocyanates, Cranes and Derricks
Standard, Protecting Temp Workers
OSHA has announced a new National Emphasis Program (NEP) to protect workers from
serious health effects related to occupational exposure to isocyanates. OSHA will focus on
workplaces in general, construction and maritime industries that use isocyanate compounds.
Isocyanates are chemicals that can cause occupational asthma, irritation of the skin, eyes, nose
and throat, and cancer. They are used in paints, varnishes, auto body repair, building insulation
and other materials. OSHA’s web page on isocyanates provides additional information on
recognizing potential hazards, as well as OSHA standards that address isocyanates in the general,
construction and maritime industries.
Cranes and derricks standard. A final rule from OSHA broadens the current exemption for
digger derricks used in the electric-utility industry, expanding it to include telecommunications
work. This provides a complete exemption from having to follow the requirements of Subpart
CC of the Cranes and Derricks in Construction standard. The digger derricks exemption is
part of the Cranes and Derricks final standard that was issued Aug. 9, 2010. Digger derricks are
pieces of equipment used to drill holes
for utility poles. They are commonly
used by companies to place poles inside
holes and attach transformers and other
items to the poles.
OSHA has also proposed extending the
compliance date for the crane operator
certification requirement by three years
to November 10, 2017. The proposal
would also extend to the same date
the existing phase-in requirement that
employers ensure that their operators are
qualified to operate the equipment. OSHA issued a final standard on requirements for cranes
and derricks in construction work on Aug. 9, 2010. The standard requires crane operators on
construction sites to meet one of four qualification/certification options by Nov. 10, 2014.
After OSHA issued the standard, a number of parties raised concerns about those requirements.
OSHA is considering addressing these concerns through a later separate rulemaking and is
proposing the extension to accommodate that. Find more information on OSHA’s website.
Protecting temp workers. In June, OSHA announced new measures to protect temporary
employees from workplace hazards. An OSHA memorandum directs field inspectors to assess
whether employers who use temporary workers are complying with their responsibilities under
the Occupational Safety and Health Act and to record when temp workers are exposed to safety
and health violations. They will also assess whether these workers received required training in a
language and vocabulary they could understand.
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On The Job

DOT, MSHA, EPA Regulatory Action and Resources
DOT proposal would reduce trucking industry paperwork burden. The U.S. DOT is accepting
comments on a proposal to require pre- and post-trip inspection Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports
(DVIRs) only if defects or deficiencies were discovered by or reported to the driver during the day’s
operations. Comments will be accepted through October 7, 2013.
New tool helps mine operators evaluate corrective actions. The Mine Safety and
Health Administration (MSHA) has launched a new online tool that enables mine
operators who implement a corrective action program to determine if it’s being
effective in reducing significant and substantial (S&S) violations. The S & S Rate
Calculator allows users to determine a mine’s rate of S&S violations for any specific
date range.
Circuit Court upholds MSHA lifeline standard decision. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit has upheld an interpretation from the secretary of labor that the failure to maintain
emergency lifelines is a significant and substantial violation, regardless of the likelihood of a mine
emergency actually occurring at the time of the violation. Find more details online.
OSHA’s Haz Com Standard meets MSHA requirements. The Mine Safety & Health Administration
has issued a guidance clarifying that mine operators who meet OSHA’s hazard communication standard
will be in compliance with MSHA’s haz com standard. More details in an MSHA news release and
Program Policy Letter.
EPA proposes rules to reduce formaldehyde exposure. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has proposed two
rules related to formaldehyde exposure: one would implement
formaldehyde emission standards and would apply to hardwood
plywood, medium-density fiberboard, particleboard, and finished
goods containing these products that are sold, supplied, offered for
sale, or manufactured (including imported) in the United States.
The other would establish a framework for a third-party certification program to ensure that composite
wood panel producers comply with the formaldehyde emission limits. Learn more on the EPA website.

News from NIOSH

Comment sought on PPE in healthcare. The National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health
(NIOSH) is seeking comments on its 2013-2018 research agenda/action plan for PPE in healthcare.
Go to http://www.regulations.gov and enter “NIOSH PPE Healthcare” to review the document and
provide comments.
New online course: Violence prevention in healthcare. A new free on-line course trains nurses on
recognizing and preventing workplace violence. The multi-media course was developed by NIOSH in
partnership with nursing and labor groups, and other experts. Continuing education credits are available
upon completion. Find more information and a link to the course online.
NIOSH launches center for workers’ comp studies. NIOSH has established a coordinating Center
for Workers’ Compensation Studies (CWCS) designed to encourage collaboration among NIOSH,
insurers and other private and public sector organizations. Goals include identifying work-related
injury/illness trends, understanding total economic impact, and developing best practices for injury/
illness prevention and disability management. Learn more at http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/
workercomp/cwcs/.
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online resources

NIOSH: Carpal Tunnel, Manual
Materials Handling, Nail Guns,
Nanoparticles, Heat
• An evaluation of more than 300 workers at a
poultry processing plant in South Carolina found
that 42 percent had carpal tunnel and most were
experiencing pain, numbness and tingling. Find
more details and prevention recommendations in
an Interim Health Hazard Evaluation from the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH).

“Results from animal
research studies indicate
the need to minimize
worker exposure to
carbon nanotubes and
nanofibers, although
it’s not known whether
similar effects will occur
in humans.”

• NIOSH has published a new booklet, Simple
Solutions for Home Building Workers, designed
to help prevent manual materials handling injuries.
• Straight Talk About Nail Gun Safety is
available in English and Spanish. The fullcolor cartoon-style
booklet is designed
as a supplement to
required training.
Training requirements
are described in
detail in Nail Gun
Safety: A Guide for
Construction
Contractors.
• New recommendations from NIOSH are
designed to prevent occupational exposure to
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon nanofibers
(CNFs). CNTs and CNFs are man-made
elongated particles that are about a thousand
times smaller than a human hair, and they contain
a potential risk of work-related lung effects.
Occupational exposure can occur not only in
the process of manufacturing CNTs and CNFs,
but also at the point of incorporating these
materials into other products and applications.
Results from animal research studies indicate
the need to minimize worker exposure, although
it’s not known whether similar effects will occur
in humans. NIOSH’s recommendations are
expected to assist industry in establishing good risk
management practices for controlling occupational
exposures to CNTs and CNFs during their
manufacture and industrial use. See Current
Intelligence Bulletin 65: Occupational Exposure
to Carbon Nanotubes and Nanofibers. For more
information about NIOSH’s research and outreach

in the nanotechnology industry, visit the topic
page at www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/.
• Protecting workers from heat is the focus of
a new publication from the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).
Preventing Heat-related Illness or Death of
Outdoor Workers explains the problem, provides
case studies and offers recommended controls.

New OSHA Publications:
Ladder Safety, Firefighting and
Combustible Dust, Hexavalent
Chromium
• Federal OSHA has published a dual language
booklet about using ladders safely. Falling Off
Ladders Can Kill: Use Them Safely, presents
information in English and Spanish.
• Three new fact sheets from OSHA address
ladder use in construction:
- Reducing Falls in
Construction: Safe
Use of Extension
Ladders
- Safe Use of Jobmade Wooden
		
Ladders
- Safe Use of
		
Stepladders
• Four new fact sheets address the dangers
of exposure to hexavalent chromium in bridge
plating, welding, electroplating and aerospace
and air transport painting. You can link to the
fact sheets from the OSHA Publications Page;
scroll down the alphabetical list to “hexavalent
chromium.”
• OSHA has also published a new booklet that
outlines safe procedures for emergency responders
who may face fires and explosions caused by
combustible dust. Firefighting Precautions at
Facilities with Combustible Dust describes how
combustible dust explosions occur and how
firefighting operations can prevent them. The
booklet explains the preparations emergency
responders can make before a response and how
these preparations will affect the operational plan
during a response.
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On The Job

New Research: Hands-Free Technology a Dangerous
Driver Distraction
Landmark research from the AAA Traffic Safety Foundation
documents dangerous levels of driver distraction when using
hands-free technology. With a predicted five-fold increase in
infotainment systems in new vehicles by 2018, AAA is calling
for a limit on distractions built into cars.
AAA’s research found that as mental workload and distractions
increase reaction time slows, brain function is compromised,
drivers scan the road less and miss visual cues, potentially resulting in drivers not seeing items right in front
of them including stop signs and pedestrians. This is the most comprehensive study of its kind to look at the
mental distraction of drivers and AAA is appealing to the public to not use these voice-to-text features while
their vehicle is in motion.
“There is a looming public safety crisis ahead with the future proliferation of these in-vehicle technologies,”
said AAA President and CEO Robert L. Darbelnet. “It’s time to consider limiting new and potentially
dangerous mental distractions built into cars, particularly with the common public misperception that
hands-free means risk-free.”
Based on this research, AAA is urging the automotive and electronics industries to join them in exploring:
• Limiting the use of voice-activated technology
to core driving-related activities such as climate
control, windshield wipers and cruise control,
and to ensure these applications do not lead to
increased safety risk due to mental distraction
while the car is moving.
• Disabling certain functionalities of voice-totext technologies such as using social media or

interacting with e-mail and text messages so
that they are inoperable while the vehicle is
in motion.
• Educating vehicle owners and mobile device
users about the responsible use and safety risks
for in-vehicle technologies.

AAA also is using the findings to promote dialogue with policy makers, safety advocates and industry to
ensure that these emerging in-vehicle technologies won’t lead to unintentional compromises in public safety.
View the complete Cognitive Distraction in the Vehicle report. Find distracted driving prevention resources
for employers on our website: Cell Phone Policy Kit (National Safety Council), fact sheets, videos, training
and more.

Construction Worker Survey: Why They Don’t Report Injuries
The National Safety Council reports that fear of negative
consequences such as losing work, losing the opportunity to
receive for incentives or being labeled a “complainer” or weak may
keep construction workers from reporting injuries, according to a
new study from the AFL-CIO-affiliated Center for Construction
Research and Training. Workers also said they hadn’t reported
injuries because they were minor and because they believed
that injury is just part of the job. The study involved two focus
groups and a written survey. It was published this month in the
International Journal of Occupational Safety and Ergonomics. A
brief summary of the research results is available online.
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“With a predicted
five-fold increase in
infotainment systems in
new vehicles by 2018,
AAA is calling for a
limit on distractions
built into cars.”

Portable Weather Radios: Stay informed. Stay prepared.
Protect your workplace (and support off-the-job safety!) with an
Emergency Weather Radio. This handheld radio will continuously receive
alerts on weather disasters like severe thunderstorms, tornadoes and
flash floods. Need to seek shelter? Just grab it and go!
•
•
•
•

Easy to set up - Quick Guide included
S.A.M.E. technology (specify alerts for your area only)
One-touch local weather
AC adapter included (AA battery backup)

NEW LOW PRICE! Members now pay just $34.95 for this lifesaving
device!
Employers — think about making this radio available to your employees
with an employee purchase program to save on shipping.
For more information, contact Diane at 605-361-7785 / 800-9525539 or e-mail her at dhall@southdakotasafetycouncil.org.

Life-Saving Skills as Easy as A-E-D!
In the time it takes you to read this, sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) will have struck another victim. More than 300,000
Americans die of SCA every year. Up to 50,000 of these deaths could be prevented if an AED were available for
immediate use. We can help you set up your AED program and our special member pricing saves you $400 on a
standard AED package (AED unit,
wall mount cabinet, carry case, fast
response kit and an extra set of adult
pads).
If you’re just starting to look or
you’ve been pricing AEDs and the
necessary accessories, you will not
find a better deal.

Find more details online or contact Diane Hall at dhall@southdakotasafetycouncil.org;
605-361-7785/800-952-5539.
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oN the job

The information in the Memo to Members
is compiled from sources believed to
be reliable. We’ve exercised reasonable
care to assure its accuracy, but make no
guarantees. The South Dakota Safety
Council makes no representation or
guarantees of results and assumes no
liability in connection with the information contained in the Memo, including
whether such information or suggestions
are appropriate in all circumstances.
Statements attributed to other sources
do not necessarily reflect the opinion
or position of the South Dakota Safety
Council.
Memo to Members is a publication of the
South Dakota Safety Council.
Editor: Ann Kulenkamp
Editorial Assistant: Kristy Zack
Designer: Aimee Libby
605-361-7785
800-952-5539

Upcoming Training
September 12 First Aid/CPR/AED Employee
Training, Hands-on
Be prepared and be in compliance! Learn the skills
to maintain the life of a victim until emergency
medical personnel arrive.
September 20 Forklift Train-the-Trainer PLUS
Provides a DVD program and the training
to implement it — all for just the cost of the
program! Not just another lecture about the
standards — this is a chance to discuss best
practices and motivational techniques with peers,
facilitated by a great trainer.
September 23 - 26 HAZWOPER, 40-hour
This 40-hour accredited workshop fulfills the
annual training requirement for responders to
chemical emergencies in OSHA 1910.120(q)
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response (HAZWOPER) Standard.
September 23 – 25 HAZWOPER Technician
Training, 24-hour

www.southdakotasafetycouncil.org

HAZWOPER Emergency Response Refresher,
8-hour
Fulfills the annual training requirement. Attend any
one of the four days of the 40-hour HAZWOPER
training – contact connie@southdakotasafetycouncil.
org to confirm which day you will attend.
September 25 Defensive Driving Course, Basic
(4-hour)
Designed for employees who have already been
through the eight-hour course, who have had traffic
violations, or who drive a company vehicle or their
own vehicle on company time. Also meets DOT
regulations for special transportation services driver
training.
NEW! September 26 Bloodborne Pathogen
Training - This revised National Safety Council
course focuses on how to safeguard employees who
face potential occupational exposure to blood and
other potentially infectious materials.
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Upcoming Safety Observances
September:
National Preparedness Month
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
www.ready.gov includes detailed guidance for
business
15-21, 2013
National Farm Safety and Health Week
National Safety Council
www.nsc.org/necas/
15-21, 2013
National Child Passenger Safety Week
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration
www.nhtsa.gov/Safety/CPS
October:
Eye Injury Prevention Month
American Academy of Ophthalmology
http://www.aao.org/
7-11, 2013
Drive Safely Work Week
Network of Employers for Traffic Safety
www.trafficsafety.org/drivesafelyworkweek/
about-dsww.php
6-12, 2013
National Fire Prevention Week
National Fire Protection Association
www.nfpa.org/safety-information/fireprevention-week
December:
“3D Month” - Drunk and Drugged Driving
Prevention Month
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA)
www.nhtsa.gov/StopImpairedDriving

